
 

 

 

 

 

Award Winning Brampton Dance Studio Established in 2006 

 

Jade’s Hip Hop Academy (JHHA)  is one of the few studios of its kind in 

North America with an authentic research based curriculum for Hip Hop 

and street dance including Locking, Breaking, Popping, Waacking, House, 

Krump and Lite Feet. It is typical of the commercial dance industry to 

misrepresent and appropriate the above dance styles whom originate in 

Black and Latino culture. It is assumed that because there is no written 

syllabus that therefore there is no structure, technique or vocabulary 

when in fact the creators and pioneers are still alive and passing down 

history and knowledge orally. Jade Jager Clark has sought out creators and pioneers in order to 

learn from them directly and pass on the knowledge to her students thereby keeping the 

history alive in the next generation. Ms. Jade and her team of staff enjoy sharing the rich 

history, vocabulary and technique with students. She has 

been recognized as a successful BIPOC female entrepreneur 

and choreographer as the recipient of the Harry Jerome 

Young Entrepreneur Award 2011, Brampton’s Art Person of 

the Year Award 2012 and Brampton Board of Trade 

International Ambassador Award in 2017.  
 

JHHA is also well known for their spectacular performances 

on big stages for corporate, charity and sporting events. 

Since 2009 their performance company division has completed well over 300 shows. All 

instructors also bring the wealth of experience and knowledge of choreography and 

performance to all of JHHA’s workshops as well. 

 

To VIEW our work Scan the QR Code to watch our REEL.  

 

LEARNING OPTIONS 

Virtual over Zoom – Instructors can conduct a virtual class with your students from our virtual classroom. 
Requirements: That each student has a phone/tablet/laptop or desk top that allows them to take part in 
the class OR that the class as a whole is attending the zoom class through one device with our instructors. 
 In Person in Class – Instructors can come to your school and teach in 
a classroom/studio, gymnasium or outside (weather permitting). 
Requirements: Sound system for music 
At our Studio – Within our 8,000 sq ft facility we can accommodate 70 
dancers at one time in one of our big Rooms. If and when school trips 
are approved, teachers can bring their classes to our studio for a 1hr 
30min to 3hrs of workshops and history/theory.  
 
 

JADE’S HIP HOP ACADEMY (JHHA) 

School Workshops 

info@jadeshiphopacademuy.com 647-393-6396 

Jade Jager Clark 

OUR VIRTUAL CLASSROOM 



 

HIP HOP & STREET DANCE WORKSHOPS - Workshops must be booked for a minimum of 1hr and can be 

done in person or Virtual Workshops via ZOOM.  Schools can choose to focus just on hip hop dance 

and/or more multiple styles, including Locking, Breaking, Popping, Waacking, House, Krump and Lite 

Feet. Workshops include warm-up, break down of technique and a mini combo/routine. 

Classrooms/studio rooms with mirrors are ideal for in person instruction but not necessary.  Cost $100 

per Hour.  

HIP HOP DANCE HISTORY & FOUNDATIONS WORKSHOP – Workshops must be booked for a minimum 

of 1hr and can be done in person or Virtual Workshops via ZOOM. Hip Hop 

Dance does not have an official accredited syllabus or a notation of all it’s 

history and origins in one place yet. For and school dance/phys ed. programs 

focusing on origins, history and cultural aspects of the dance in addition to 

performing we can offer history lessons in addition to dance lessons. Our 

History and Foundation workshops come complete with educating dancers on 

creators, pioneers and origins complete with the historical video references 

that note the journey from the creation of the dance styles to today. Teachers 

can select the percentage of the workshop dedicated to history and then dance. 

Cost $100 per hour. 

CHOREOGRAPHY AND CREATION WORKSHOPS – Learn how Jade Jager Clark aka Ms. Jade creates her 

custom themed, one of a kind routines which have 

been performed at major corporate, sporting and 

chartable events, television shows and have gone viral 

worldwide. She has also produced a special Dance for 

change series which she can share with students to 

show them how to create dance for social justice and 

dance to raise awareness about world issues. Students 

will review her pieces with her, have a Q & A session 

and participate in guided choreography exercises. 

Students will acquire new methods of creating and 

developing ideas, strategies for bringing new concepts to fruition and confidence to choreograph. Cost 

$100 per hour. 

CHOREOGRAPHY SERVICES – Looking for authentic hip hop choreography for any Solo/Duo/ Small 

Group & Large groups for School Productions, school in person or virtual events/assemblies, school 

competitions, concept videos, etc.? We will be happy to create a Routine for you. You can choose the 

song(s) or we can make a music mix for you. Staff can come to your school, the class can come to our 

studio, we can teach via Zoom and also provide a 

pre-recorded online tutorial to help dancers learn 

at home. Each dance will be hand crafted for your 

school and custom created to age and ability level. 

COST for Choreography, Music & Training 

$150/ 3min or less of custom choreography  
$200/ 3min to 5min custom choreography 
$80/ per virtual or in person class to teach and/or 
 clean choreography or for one online tutorial 
$50/ 3min or less Custom Music Mix  
$75/ 3 to 5min Custom Music Mix 
 

Contact us by phone 647-393-6396 or email info@jadeshiphopacademy.com 
SUPPORT LOCAL! SERVING PEEL REGION SINCE 2006 

OUR STUDIOS can accommodate 70 students  

mailto:info@jadeshiphopacademy.com

